
Preface

Although an independent project, this book also represents a continuation of 
Franks (2017a). In that volume I laid out my ideas about movement—in partic-
ular, wh-movement—and my ideas about the process of Spell-Out, that is, the 
mapping from syntactic structures into ones interpretable by the phonology. In 
the course of exploring Spell-Out much attention was also paid to the unusual 
properties of clitics, especially those in the South Slavic languages. As such, 
my original plan was for that material to constitute the first part of a study, the 
latter part of which would concentrate on selected problems in the structure 
and analysis of South Slavic nominal projections. This, however, proved im-
possible, as the Spell-Out portion gradually but relentlessly grew and took on 
a life of its own.

So a second volume was conceived, one which to some extent assumes the 
background presented in Franks (2017a), but also one which very much stands 
on its own. That is the book before you. In it, I seek to connect a broad range of 
empirical issues by regarding them all from a relatively consistent theoretical 
model. Inevitably, certain concepts and mechanisms that were central in the 
previous volume are peripheral here, and others that are fundamental here 
were only considered in passing in the first volume. I nonetheless like to think 
of these two books as parts of a single whole which combine moderately well, 
or at the very least which are not completely independent studies. I leave it to 
the reader to assess my success in bringing them together.

Thus, in the present volume I turn from larger, conceptual issues to the 
proposal of particular analyses for selected problems in the structure and anal-
ysis of South Slavic noun phrases. While much of the discussion is based on 
earlier work of mine, the attempt here is to unify my treatments of disparate 
phenomena within a single framework, to add to those treatments, and to 
make the phenomena and their analyses more accessible to linguists working 
on South Slavic languages.

These pages explore a diverse range of problems associated with South 
Slavic nominal expressions. Chapter 2, “Features and Phrases,” treats the need 
to articulate a geometry of morphosyntactic features and develops an analysis 
of Bulgarian pronominal clitics as K heads, placing KP within its larger typo-
logical context. Chapter 3, “Reflections on Reflexives,” explores issues related 
to nominal structure and binding in Bulgarian and seeks to extend the account 
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to other Balkan languages. It also proposes a completely different account of 
English reflexives, couched in terms of the multiattachment approach to move-
ment developed in Franks (2017a). The next two chapters deal with “The Rise 
of DP.” Chapter 4 examines the so-called orphan accusative construction in Slo-
venian and its consequences for the analysis and evolution of Slovenian nom-
inal structure, while chapter 5 treats definiteness marking and the structure of 
DPs in Bulgarian and Macedonian. Chapter 6, “The Fall of K,” then argues that 
Macedonian is in the process of changing from a KP-language into a DP one. 
Also examined in that chapter is the concomitant loss of a DP-internal AgrP in 
Macedonian, especially in light of its various effects in Bulgarian. Lastly, chap-
ter 7, “Coordination and Agreement,” looks at problems of agreement with 
conjoined subjects in Bosnian/Croatian/Montenegrin/Serbian and Slovenian, as 
well as the form of adjectives modifying conjoined and hybrid nominals.

A good deal of the material addressed herein recapitulates and builds upon 
earlier work, both my own and that of my friends and colleagues. I am greatly 
indebted to many, many individuals for their insights and for their contribu-
tions to my thinking, by carefully and critically evaluating and challenging my 
ideas. I also could not have written such a volume without the judgments of all 
the native speaker linguists who have thoughtfully and patiently responded to 
my unending questions. I have tried to acknowledge this at appropriate points 
in the text, but to forestall the inevitable oversights I collectively thank you 
all here in the preface. I also wish to recognize Jordan Hussey-Andersen for 
compiling the indices and Renata Uzzell for her painstaking preparation of the 
entire camera-ready manuscript. Finally, I want to express my gratitude to the 
kind and loving woman who shares my life, to my three amazing children, and 
to my new grandson: Karen, David, Elisabeth, Julia, and Nathan, nothing I do 
makes any sense without you.



List of Abbreviations and Notations

Terms

1, 2, 3 1st/2nd/3rd person
A adjective, anaphoric, 
 argument
abs absolutive
absol absolutive
acc accusative
adj adjective
Adv adverb
Agr Agreement
AgrIOP Agreement Phrase for 
 indirect object
AgrOP Agreement Phrase for 
 object
AgrS Agreement Phrase for 
 subject
AgrP Agreement Phrase
an animate
Asp aspect
AspP Aspect Phrase
AP Adjective Phrase
Appl applicative
ApplP Applicative Phrase
APR Accusative Prediction Rule
ATB across-the-board 
AUTH Author
aux auxiliary
BPS Bare Phrase Structure
BT Binding Theory
C complementizer
CCA closest conjunct agreement
cf count form
clf classifier

comp complementizer
cop copula
CP Complementizer Phrase
D Determiner
DA direct accommodation 
dat dative
def definite
dem demonstrative
DemP Demonstrative Phrase
DFCF Doubly-Filled COMP Filter
dir-obj direct object
DIST distal
DistrP Distributer Phrase
DM Distributed Morphology
DOM differential object marking
DP Determiner Phrase
du dual
ECM Exceptional Case Marking 
EPP Extended Projection 
 Principle
F formal, feminine, functional
FCA first conjunct agreement
FEM feminine
foc focus
FocP Focus Phrase
FP Functional Phrase 
fut future
GB Government and Binding
gen genitive, gender
GenP Gender Phrase
ger gerund
GN gerundive nominalization



HUM human
impv imperative
indef indefinite
IndefP Indefiniteness Phrase
inf infinitive
inst instrumental
IP Inflection Phrase
I/R Identity of Reference
I/S Identity of Sense
K Kase
KP Kase Phrase
KPerf krnji perfekt (truncated 
 perfect)
LBE left-branch extraction
LC lexical-categorial
LCA Linear Correspondence 
 Axiom, last conjunct 
 agreement
LDA long distance agreement 
LF Logical Form
LFG Lexical-Functional 
 Grammar 
loc locative
m masculine, marked
marg marginal
MD multiple determination
mod modal
ModP Modal Phrase 
MTC Movement Theory of 
 Control
N noun, nominal, neuter
neg negation 
nom nominative
nonascr nonascriptive
NP Noun Phrase
Num number, numeral
NumP Number/Numeral Phrase
OA Orphan Accusative 
OBJ objective
OBL oblique
OP operator 

OT Optimality Theory
P preposition
PART participant, participle
pass passive
pauc paucal 
PCC Person-Case Constraint
PERS person 
PF Phonetic Form
phras phrasal 
pl plural
POSS possessive
PoV point-of-view
PoVP Point-of-view Phrase
prog progressive
PROX proximate
PP Prepositional Phrase
Q quantifier, quantification,
 question
quant quantified
QP Quantifer Phrase
RC relative clause
RecipP Reciprocator Phrase
refl reflexive
ReflP Reflexive Phrase
rep.past reported past
R-expression referring
S subject
SC small clause
sg singular
Spec specifier
in-obj indirect object
subj subject
T tense
TM Tobler-Mussafia effect
TNS tense
top topic
TP Tense Phrase
u unmarked
UCC universal concessive 
 conditional
UG Universal Grammar



V verb, verbal 
VI Vocabulary Insertion

vir virile
Languages

BCMS Bosnian/Croatian/
 Montenegrin/Serbian
Bg Bulgarian
Eng English
Mac Macedonian 
OCS Old Church Slavonic

Pol Polish
Rus Russian
SC Serbo-Croatian
Slvn Slovenian
Ukr Ukrainian


